New Books in the Library

**Ecosynomics : the science of abundance**

**Das Christentum : Entgangene Zukunftsmöglichkeiten und gegenwärtige Realitäten**

**The tipping point : how little things can make a big difference**

**Asylum and extraction in the Republic of Nauru**

**The formation of the Union : a documentary history based upon an exhibit in the National Archives Building.**

**The courts and the people : friend or foe?**

**Preventable : how a pandemic changed the world and how to stop the next one**

**Adelphi review**

**Trickster makes this world : how disruptive imagination creates culture**

**Passion economy and the side hustle revolution**
Lives of houses

How to read churches: a crash course in ecclesiastical architecture


Luca Signorelli e Roma: oblio e riscoperte

Inventing photography: William Henry Fox Talbot in the Bodleian Library

Super-infinite: the transformations of John Donne

Tagore beyond borders: essays on his influence and cultural legacy

The closing of the American mind

Conservation, markets & the environment in southern and eastern Africa: commodifying the 'wild'

Spiritual contestations: the violence of peace in South Sudan